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The Deconstruction of the Republic

It's everywhere so we can start anywhere. You're at Disneyland with your pre-pubes-
cent daughter who's been looking forward to visiting the 'Princess Shop'. First thing on 
the way in is a life-size poster of a mustached-man in a dress. Welcome little darlin to a 
'shop of horrors-child's garden of pornography'—and what they have planned for you.

Fiends and monsters—when and where did they come from? Did it begin when, after 
WW2, the US opted for control rather than accord? Or was it at the 1st meeting of the 
Club of Rome in 1968 where, to attend required that one present a Malthusian invite?

In 1968, while we were mired in Vietnam, the 'United Fruit Company', fostered by the 
'Dulles Brothers, had been at it for more than 2 decades, destabilizing the world. Viet-
nam effectively ended 'golden, sound constitutional money' for the United States, just 3 
years after that 1st auspicious gathering of 'The Club of Rome'. What was that club?

For that, consider the platform they were able to hammer out at that 1st meeting. 
Platforms require an ideology to build the 'mission statement' around. 'The Club' had a 
simple ideology: there were too many people on the planet (more on that further along 
in this article). Too many humans in 1968? Roman 'clubbers' would be shocked now.

Their mission statement: 'Some solutions will come the hard way. All will end with the 
only rational solution—the elimination of all surplus humans from the ranks of the poor. 
No comment is necessary.' Why does this remind me of dystopian 1950's horror flicks?

Overpopulation diminishes a standard of living—but 1968, when global population 
was 3.5 billion, and is now closer to 8 billion? 1 thing, and 1 thing alone allowed for 8 
billion humans. Energy—fossil fuel—oil. But that's only part of it. Closing the gold win-
dow in 1971 effectively re-purposed the world from 'sound money' into a cycle of credit/
debt. Touted as a boom, just below the surface—a promise of economic hell to come.     

The most important thing to remember about the elite is they really believe in popula-
tion reduction—no matter the cost. And, another thing, as morons, none of the restric-
tions apply to them. That's what is termed in psychological parlance: 'disassociation'. 
But I'm a George Carlin guy—these are  sci-fi horror characters—'split personalities'.     

Would allowing humans to die-off through bad choice/sex drive be any worse than 
what the fiends have planned? John Kerry condemns agriculture as 1/3 of the problem. 
No, starving Americans in support of CO2 ideology is the problem. Having no plan to 
get to sustainable energy from fossil fuels is the problem. Take your CO2 and shove it.



Hand in glove with the deconstruction of the republic is the destruction of the family. 
American families, post WW2, spread out across the country—made possible by Henry 
Ford, fossil fuel, and Ike's interstate highway system. Now, in support of a 'dual' mani-
fold' mission: Climate Change (global warming), 'Roman Clubbers' (DAVOS, WEF), 
make a new power grab—2050 Net Zero—combining 'family destruction'/feudalism. 

Bumping against their ideology, elites see air travel degrading the environment. If 
they are to retain private jets—air travel needs curtained—and then eliminated. So, Net 
Zero calls for no more cheap flights, or short fights. Shorter junkets will be replaced by 
trains and buses—that have achieved a status of a '3rd world migration experience'.
 New regulations will lower airline portability 77%—hence no connecting flights. What 
is the elite mission? Less connecting fights each year. Smaller airports will close (some 
of which are large). By 2030, no air travel—less routes each year towards that goal. 
Ridiculous, you say? Well, "take a look around you boy—it's bound to scare you boy."

Without the reality of fossil fuels there would be less than a billion humans on the 
planet. And by now forests would be something in the past. We were given 'free' ener-
gy, and assumed it would last for all of time. To gain even more time 'at the wheel', the 
US opted to put a few decades of non-productivity on the 'credit card'—to be paid later.

Just a little more control for the elite—just a few more years—please. They don't like 
what they are seeing. Target having to move 'little kid's sex change' aids to the back of 
the store, is being called-out as 'violence'. Besides, those little kids are not your kids; 
they belong to the institutions and need to have their sexuality put into doubt so as to 
better accept sterility and a new role as direct or indirect reducers of human population.

What's the easiest way to reduce population? 'Vaccines'. We've been doing it for 
decades in animal husbandry. That's why coronavirus/mRNA is so important. Finally 
elites have means to cut human population in half before  humanity 'wakes up dead'. 

Now the fun begins. Budweiser farted a perfume that stunk up the nation—risking 
the entire brand. Drag shows are taken off military bases at the same time an American 
majority remembers a tactic well-used in the past. Starve them with good old boycotts.    

Does depravity always come before fall of empire? Probably. But, dollar backlash 
against Budweiser/Target indicates a quiet Western majority slowly waking up. And, 
barring nuclear conflict (the other front-running threat), this will be decided in dollars.

The elite bet everything on total control, while at the same time, 'their face of deprav-
ity' becomes public with Pfizer/Hunter Biden data exposed. Whether by happenstance 
(likely evil plan), Americans will have their lifestyle ripped from them—over a weekend?

While scrounging for fuel and food, the 'wake-up' call will get louder as we realize 
that a $100K debt is attached to each American child's future. Unlike a mortgage that 
gets paid off—this is something to pay interest on forever. Dollars borrowed by the Wil-
son Administration to fund the 1st World War has not been paid off. Interest on that 
loan has amounted to 50%. Do you know France  still owes for the Napoleonic Wars?     

We've only seen the trailer for the movie that comes. And we should accept the reali-
ty of it as part of our destiny. The elite (maybe more powerful than ever), have always 
been up to no good. I think it was Mark Twain who said that no man's life, liberty, or 
property is safe when the legislature is in session. Governments are bigger than ever.

Thomas Paine said something like: If there's going to be trouble, let it be in my day. 
Thomas took on the challenge to sort things out—rather than leave it for his kids.
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